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I wonder if, when you saw that the scripture reading this morning was from a 
book of the Bible called ‘Haggai’, you had a similar reaction to the one I had 
when I looked at the lectionary and saw that this was the first of the suggested 
readings…a reaction of puzzlement sort of like, huh…who again is Haggai?  

You know, in all my years going to church with my family growing up, and in all 
my classes on Biblical literature in college and divinity school, and in my years 
since as a pastor, I can’t really recall reading from Haggai, either in worship or in 
study, and so, at least for myself, we’re breaking new ground here this morning.  

It’s amazing, isn’t it, how endlessly fascinating and full of surprises the Bible can 
be, and so it’s no wonder that we can still find new messages hidden and tucked 
away within it, as with this little report that we have from the prophet Haggai.  

Although we know next to nothing about Haggai’s life or about him as a person, 
we do know with pretty amazing historical precision the exact day and month and 
year that he gave his prophecy.  

Our reading, as you’ll remember, begins “In the second year of King Darius, in 
the seventh month, on the twenty-first day of the month,” which scholars have 
since dated to be the 29th of August, 520 BC.  

This exact date can be helpful in terms of understanding the historical context of 
Haggai. Haggai arrives on the scene at a critical juncture for the Hebrew peoples. 
In the generation previous to his, his people had endured their greatest crisis and 
catastrophe yet when the more powerful Babylonian empire sacked Jerusalem, 
forcing the Jewish people into exile, and destroying the Temple that they had 
there, a Temple which was considered one of the truly great wonders of the 
world. 

When Haggai was probably still a child, however, his people were granted back 
their freedom, and they were allowed to return and to rebuild Jerusalem. 
Apparently the restoration efforts were going pretty well—the houses were rebuilt 
and looked even better than before, the infrastructure, the roads and the markets, 
the political and economic and legal systems were re-installed, and yet 
something was missing, something essential, for it turned out that even after 18 
years of being back in Jerusalem, which is when Haggai’s prophecy begins, his 
people hadn’t made a bit of progress in terms of rebuilding and restoring the 
Temple.  



Perhaps they felt that the first Temple was really too amazing to try to replicate, 
and the idea of rebuilding it was simply too daunting. Perhaps the memory of the 
Temple clothed in its former glory loomed too large to allow for any new dream or 
new vision or new plan to emerge. We can all relate to that feeling, I think, the 
feeling of losing something that just can’t be replicated, or of losing someone that 
just can’t be replaced. 

Or have you ever worked hard at something, poured your time and energy and 
passion into it, your blood and your sweat and your tears, only to see whatever 
progress you made or whatever good work you accomplished suddenly wash 
away and vanish, like a sand castle washing away on a beach?  

As someone who writes a lot and so relies pretty heavily on a computer and on 
its fragile hard drive and its fickle word processing program, there have certainly 
been more than a few sermons and essays and poems and letters of mine which 
I’ve labored over and poured myself into and then suddenly lost, pages of what I 
thought at the time were my best words and most inspired ideas suddenly 
replaced by a blinking cursor and a blank screen.  

Certainly losing the text of a sermon is a small thing compared to losing a 
Temple, but the truth is that our best creative efforts of whatever size or scale are 
such that we feel that they cannot be easily replicated, and if we lose them, we 
can feel devastated.  

And yet, sometimes it’s possible isn’t it, sometimes, God knows how, we’re able 
to begin again with our work.  

One of my favorite stories on this front is about the artist John James Audubon, 
the great naturalist and painter of animals and illustrator of birds in particular with 
his great work The Birds of America. 

Audubon’s creative methods, while they’d probably be criticized today on an 
animal rights front, were certainly time consuming and labor intensive. In order to 
represent the birds he was after in the most lifelike of poses, Audubon would trek 
mile upon mile through the wilderness, his shotgun in tow, as he would search for 
and track down and then carefully study and observe and take notes on, and 
then finally shoot down and bring home the species that he wanted to paint, 
whereupon he would carefully prop the birds up with wire, positioning them in the 
exact poses he had observed in the wild, in order only then to try to paint them as 
they were. 

There are stories of him crawling on his knees through briar patches and 
sledging chest-deep through bogs, stories of him sitting silent and still for hours 
on end and letting the mosquitoes devour him, there’s even a story of him battling 
a bald eagle face to face with a small pocket knife. Needless to say, Audubon 
invested his hole self and even risked his life to paint the birds that he was after.  



I’ve read that each of Audubon’s paintings, in addition to the time spent in the 
wilderness, would take up to four, fifteen hour work days to complete, which is 
what makes the story of the beginning of his career so inspiring. The story goes 
that in 1812, the young Audubon filled a wooden box with 200 of his first 
paintings of American birds, and then left this box with a relative for safekeeping 
while he went off on one of his many trips. When Audubon returned to retrieve 
the paintings, he discovered to his horror that they had been [completely] 
destroyed, shredded to bits by nesting rats. 

As he described it later, his first reaction was ‘a burning heat’ in his brain, a 
headache so intense that it kept him awake for days, which I think is a pretty apt 
description for the feeling of having lost something that can’t easily be replaced.  

Soon though, after a few sleepless days, he reconsidered things. ‘I felt pleased’, 
he wrote afterwards, ‘that I might now make better drawings than before.’1 

As with Audubon, who was determined and who did indeed make better drawings 
than before, so too this morning with Haggai, who encouraged the people that 
the future splendor of the Temple would be greater than the former.  

There's much, I think that we can admire and learn from both Audubon and 
Haggai. One of the things I think that we can learn from them is their single-
minded determination. Audubon’s task was nothing less than to capture and paint 
all the different bird species of North America. Haggai’s task was nothing less 
than to encourage his people to rebuild their Temple. Huge goals, certainly, but 
singular, and well-defined goals.  

Another thing we can take from them today is the hope, and more than the hope, 
the faith that both place in the future—faith that the future splendor will outshine 
anything we’ve yet seen, that the Temple of the future will be grander than any 
Temple that has yet existed, and that tomorrow we might make better drawings 
than today.  

This is indeed one of the things that I find myself admiring most about our faith, 
and for me it’s at the heart of what the gospel, what the good news is—that it’s 
about always leaning towards the future, that the impulse is always towards the 
new, the not yet, the what might be.  

This is part of what it means, I think, to be a community that gathers around the 
Christian idea and mystery of resurrection—the idea that death is not an end, the 
idea that, in order for the new to spring forth, the old must pass away.  

                                                             
1 C.f., “Audubon’s Species: Bird Art, in All Its Glory,” by Cornelia Dean in the October 6, 2008 New York 
Times-- http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/07/science/07bird.html?fta=y 

 



And so today I simply want to remind us, and invite us to take our part within this 
great faith tradition that we find ourselves in—and to suggest that, to have faith in 
God means in a sense to have faith in the future; and that when we live attuned 
to this faith each day offers itself to us as an invitation to begin again, for we can 
be assured, as Haggai suggests, that God is with us, saying to us, take courage, 
have faith, for I am with you, and with me you can always shed the old, you can 
always put on the new, and you can live into the future splendor that awaits you.   

 


